SSPWM THREE PHASE INVERTER DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTED ON UNBALANCED LOADS
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A circuit-oriented approach for the analysis of pulse width modulation (PWM) three phase inverter is presented in order to run unbalanced loads in low nonlinear effects as harmonics. This method uses the identification of a six switch nonlinear device, which consists of only the active and passive switches in three phase inverter. When operating characteristics of the MOSFET switch are determined according to step-sinus pulse width modulation method, an average equivalent inverter model can be formed. After that, SSPWM technique is used to drive unbalanced loads in order to compare with common pulse width modulation (PWM) running unstable loads. First, the inverter load of resistive (R) and inductive (L) are performed at the MATLAB Simulink so that by PWM technique could be shown the reducing effect of the harmonic on loads. After that, the system is implemented by real elements as MOSFETs, PIC17F877A, PC 817 phototransistors.
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1 Introduction

Solar sources and some direct current (dc) sources have to be converted to alternating current (ac) sources so that induction motors and some ac loads can be driven [1]. Therefore, power electronic circuits were used in scientist articles [2, 3]. The applications of inverter and converter in Power electronic circuit are crucial for the conversion of direct current electrical energy [1] and [2]. Therefore, power electronic circuits are used as PWM inverter. However, the implementation of some PWM techniques for the three-phase induction machine and unbalanced resistive (R) and inductive (L) loads drivers cause some restrictions and complexity [8]. Three-phase inverters with pulse-width modulation (PWM) can generate a waveform comprised of a fundamental and harmonics because inverters have nonlinear switches as MOSFETs (see [3, 4, 5]). Some papers are presented so that harmonic can be reduced on PWM inverters running loads [6, 7]. Once operating characteristics of the MOSFET switch are determined according to step sinus modulation developed for unbalanced loads, mathematical equation is created for total alternating voltage of load. New mathematical model is calculated according to step sinus pulse width modulation (SSPWM) with unbalanced loads unlike other studies (see [10, 11, 12]). PWM duty cycle can be controlled with the new modulation technique for example as shown in Fig. 2a. New mathematical model with SSPWM inverter according to step sinus pulse width modulation is simulated for unbalanced loads, results of proposed PWM inverter are compared with common PWM controlling inverter. According to results of simulations, loads currents of proposed inverter have low harmonic distortions while load currents of common PWM inverter have high harmonic distortions. In the experimentation, MOSFETs, PIC17F877A, PC 817 photo transistors are used to construct the three phase inverter. Alternating currents can be created as sinus shape when SSPWM controls unbalanced R and L loads. But, alternating currents cannot be created as sinus shape when common PWM controls unbalanced R and L loads. DC voltage input implemented inverter running loads have low high performance although Microchip 16F877A and MOSFET are used for inverter circuits. In addition, high variable frequency voltage and low total harmonic distortion are produced in low cost. Implementations of different mathematical model and new modulation technique for inverter are succeeded in the article by demanded results.

2 Design of SSPWM inverter with new modulation technique

Three-phase voltage PWM DC/AC inverter system is given in Fig. 1. Assuming the resistance of the output reactor and the internal resistance of the system are seen as $R_1$, $R_2$ and $R_3$, $L_1$, $L_2$ and $L_3$ are the reactors, $i_d$, $i_i$ and $i_l$ are the phase current of the inverter output. $V_{dc}$ is the DC voltage, DC current provided by the DC voltage source S1-S6 for the MOSFET switches. Three phase inverter circuit model is constructed for SSPWM method providing new mathematical model although inverter circuit is a common topology model shown in Fig. 1.
2.1 Step-sinus pulse width modulation (SSPWM) as single value increasing duty cycle

Pulse width modulation technique is used widely in study for motors running and different loads. The paper presents new modulation technique. The new pulse width modulation technique is the step-sinus pulse width modulation (SSPWM) technique shown in Fig. 2. SSPWM is formed when two different triangles are compared with three step sinus signals. Sinus signal has steps that increase b unit lengths on vertical and different k unit lengths on horizontal as shown in Fig. 2(a). Interactions of steps with triangles form similar triangles. Every formed triangle has different size in all formed triangles. Pulse width is produced with similar triangles rules on half period (T/2). Pulse widths are shown in Fig.2 (b) as similar triangles. \(D_f\) is first pulse width, \(D_a\) is average pulse width, \(n\) is sampling number.

![Figure 1] Three phase inverter

![Figure 2] a) Steps compared with triangles; b) formed triangles

SSPWM producing current shape and current equation are given in Fig. 3.

![Figure 3] a) PWM producing current in between T/2 and T; b) PWM producing current in between 0 and T/2

![Figure 4] Linear increases of the PWM signals are created at comparison of the results
The size changes of the SSPWMs are 5a, 7a, 9a, 11a, 13a in period of T/2 as shown in Fig. 4.

Step sinus pulse width modulation produces total current of equation as in Eq. (1).

\[
di = \frac{2}{dr} \left( \frac{di_1}{dr} + \frac{di_2}{dr} + \cdots + \frac{di_{n/2}}{dr} \right).
\]

(1)

Pulse widths produced by step sinus pulse width modulation create total alternating voltage on period of T/2. Pulse widths increase from \(D_1\) to \(D_n\). The increases are linear because of similar triangle rules as in Fig. 2. There are \(n\) pulses on period of T/2. So, pulse widths are added as Eq. (2)

\[
\left( \frac{D_1 + D_n}{2} \right) \cdot n.
\]

(2)

If three phases step sinus signals are compared with triangles according to presented new modulation technique at the MATLAB Simulink as shown in Fig. 5, SSPWM are produced for six switches as in Fig. 6.

The mathematical model of the DC/AC Inverter for Fig. 1 can be created after six PWM are obtained as Fig. 4. \(L_1 = 2L_2 = L_3 = L, R = R_1 = 2R_2 = R_3\) are assuming loads for three-phase \(a, b\) and \(c\) coordinates. \(R\) and \(L\) loads are connected as star. Assuming equivalent resistances are \(R_v\), \(R_n\) and \(R_s\) for line to line. \(L_a, L_b\) and \(L_c\) are the inductors for line to line. Sources voltage is \(V = V_{dc}\). Three-phase inverter circuit has six MOSFETs. These MOSFETs are switched in different groups of three six times in succession. Therefore, a 360° sinus wave is created with 60° switching angles of MOSFETs. Phase to phase voltages and line to line voltages are obtained after three phase inverter performed as 360°. Alternating voltage (\(V_{ac}\)) value is calculated by switching pulse widths added as Eq. (2) for period of T/2. After that, mathematical equation is formed for line to line alternating voltage as Eq. (3).

\[
\left( \frac{D_f + D_a}{2} \right) \cdot \frac{n \cdot V_{dc}}{T} = \left( \frac{D_f + D_a}{T} \right) \cdot n \cdot V_{dc}.
\]

(3)

Alternating voltage value is calculated according to switch is OFF as Eq. (4) for period of T/2. After that, mathematical equation is formed for line to line alternating voltage as Eq. (6). \(D_a\) is 3a; \(D_f\) is \(a\), step vertical size is \(b\). \(V_{dc}\) is direct voltage.

\[
\left[ b - a + b - 3a + \cdots + b - (n-1)a \right] = nb - 2 \sum_{a=1}^{b} (2a - 1),
\]

(4)

\[
2 \left( \frac{n}{2} \right) \cdot \frac{a + (n-1)a}{2} = n \cdot \left( \frac{2b - an}{2} \right).
\]

(5)

\[
V_{ac} = V_{dc} - \left( \frac{n}{T} \right) \cdot \frac{2b - an}{T} \cdot V_{dc} = V_{dc} - n \cdot \left( \frac{2b - an}{T} \right) \cdot V_{dc}.
\]

(6)

If differential voltage equations \(R\) and \(L\) loads are used for new mathematical models, Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) are formed. When total switching pulse widths of alternating voltage are calculated according to switching duty cycles with considering values of \(a\), Eq. (7) is formed. When total switching pulse widths of alternating voltage are calculated according to switching values of \(b\) and \(a\), Eq. (7) is formed.

\[
\left( \frac{D_f + D_a}{T} \right) \cdot n \cdot V_{dc} = \frac{di}{dr}L + iR = V_{ac}.
\]

(7)

\[
V_{dc} - n \cdot \left( \frac{2b - an}{T} \right) \cdot V_{dc} = \frac{di}{dr}L + iR = V_{ac}.
\]

(8)

Differential current equations can be calculated as Eq. (9) and Eq. (10).

\[
\left( \frac{D_f + D_u}{T \cdot L_a} \right) \cdot \frac{n \cdot V_{dc}}{L} - \frac{iR}{L} = \frac{di}{dr},
\]

(9)

\[
\frac{V_{dc}}{L} - n \cdot \left( \frac{2b - an}{TL} \right) \cdot V_{dc} - \frac{iR}{L} = \frac{di}{dr}.
\]

(10)

If mathematical equation is formed for 0 ÷ 60° switching time, S1-S3-S6 are ON and S2-S4-S5 are OFF. If mathematical equation is formed for 0 ÷ 120° switching time, S1-S2-S6 are ON and S3-S4-S5 are OFF. If mathematical equation is formed for 0 ÷ 180° switching time, S1-S4-S6 are ON and S2-S3-S5 are OFF.
time, S2-S3-S6 are ON and S1-S4-S5 are OFF. Differential equation is formed from current and voltage equations for a phase as Eq. (11).

\[
\frac{V_{dc}}{L_a} - n \left(\frac{2b-an}{TL_a}\right) V_{dc} - \frac{i_a R_a}{L_a} = \frac{di_a}{dt}.
\] (11)

If mathematical equation is formed for 60-120° switching time while \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are \( 2R_1, L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) are \( 2L_2 \), S2-S3-S6 are ON and S1-S4-S5 are OFF. Differential equation is formed from current and voltage equations for b phase as Eq. (12).

\[
\frac{V_{dc}}{L_b} - n \left(\frac{2b-an}{TL_b}\right) V_{dc} - \frac{i_b R_b}{L_b} = \frac{di_b}{dt}.
\] (12)

If mathematical equation is formed for 120-180° switching time, S1-S4-S5 are ON and S2-S3-S6 are OFF. If mathematical equation is formed for 180-240° switching time, S1-S4-S5 are ON and S2-S3-S6 are OFF. Differential equation is formed from current and voltage equations for c phase as Eq. (13).

\[
\frac{V_{dc}}{L_c} - n \left(\frac{2b-an}{TL_c}\right) V_{dc} - \frac{i_c R_c}{L_c} = \frac{di_c}{dt}.
\] (13)

Matrix form is created from Eq. (11), Eq. (12), and Eq. (13) as Eq. (14)

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\frac{di_a}{dt} \\
\frac{di_b}{dt} \\
\frac{di_c}{dt}
\end{bmatrix} =
\begin{bmatrix}
-\frac{i_a R_a + V_{dc}}{L_a} & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -\frac{i_b R_b + V_{dc}}{L_b} & 0 \\
0 & 0 & -\frac{i_c R_c + V_{dc}}{L_c}
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
i_a \\
i_b \\
i_c
\end{bmatrix} \\
+ n \left(\frac{2b-an}{TL_a}\right) \begin{bmatrix}
0 \\
0 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
V_{dc} \\
V_{dc} \\
V_{dc}
\end{bmatrix}.
\] (14)

3 Experimental results
3.1 Inverter simulation

Three phase inverter simulation model is shown in Fig. 9. New mathematical model with step sinus pulse width modulation inverter is compared with common PWM controlling inverter. If SSPWM controlling three phase inverter is running unbalanced \( R \) and \( L \) loads at the MATLAB Simulink, phase currents are created as in Fig. 7. If common PWM controlling three phase inverter is running unbalanced \( R \) and \( L \) loads at the MATLAB Simulink, phase currents are created as in Fig. 8.

Step sinus pulse width modulation controlling inverter drives unbalanced loads, currents of loads which are \( I_a, I_b, I_c \) have just sinus shape in Fig. 7 with comparing common sinus pulse width modulation controlling inverter driving unbalanced loads currents as shown in Fig. 8.

While SSPWM controlling inverter provides current shown in Fig. 10, current harmonic distortion is shown in Fig. 11. \( I_a \) phase current of harmonic distortion is 1.86 % while shape of \( I_a \) current is just sinus shape. Inverter producing harmonic distortion is very acceptable for unbalanced loads because produced harmonic is lower than 4 %.

While common SPWM controlling inverter provides current shown in Fig. 12, current harmonic distortion is shown in Fig. 13.
3.2 Inverter implementations

Resistive and inductive loads are connected to inverter so that step sinus pulse width modulation controlling inverter could compare to common PWM controlling inverter after inverter circuit is constructed. Step sinus pulse width modulation controlling inverter creates alternating voltage that is just sinus shape as shown in Fig. 14. Common pulse width modulation controlling inverter creates alternating voltage sinus following in Fig. 15. Common PWM technique provided alternating voltage has not just sinus shape while the new modulation technique provided alternating voltage has just sinus shape. Therefore new modulation technique is more successful than common PWM techniques which are microchip creating constant PWM or SPWM.

$I_a$ phase current of harmonic distortion is $1.86\%$ while $I_1$ phase current of harmonic distortion is $2.90\%$. SSPWM inverter producing harmonic distortion is lower than common SPWM Inverter producing harmonic distortion.
controlling inverter is shown in Fig. 15. The new modulation technique provided alternating voltage is just sinus shape according to Common PWM technique provided alternating voltages sinus shape.

Two phase voltages of SSPWM controlling three phase inverter are shown in Fig. 16 for unbalanced loads because oscilloscope has two channels.

![Image](Image)

**Figure 16** Two phase voltages of three phases

### 4 Conclusion

New mathematical model is performed by the new pulse width modulation technique. Arranged Duty cycles of SSPWM as (5a, 7a, 9a, 11a, and 13a) could provide different mathematical model which are formed as geometrical area calculation and linear mathematical calculation for load voltages. SSPWM controlling the inverter running \( R \) and \( L \) loads is simulated at the MATLAB Simulink. Simulation results show that SSPWM controlling inverter has demanded level results while common PWM controlling inverter does not demand level results on harmonic distortion. Harmonic distortion for step-sinus pulse width modulation has 1.86 % while Harmonic distortion for common pulse width modulation has 2.90 %. SSPWM inverter producing harmonic distortion is lower than common SPWM inverter producing harmonic distortion and acceptable harmonic distortion which is lower than 4 %. After simulations, Microchip 16F877A and MOSFETs are used for inverter circuits in the implementation. Driver circuit is constructed so that power circuit unit could be isolated from the microchip. Therefore, six PC817 transistors are used to construct driver circuit. Inductive and resistive loads are driven in the implementation of the system after simulations. Common PWM technique produced alternating voltage does not have just sinus shapes while the new modulation technique produced alternating voltage has just sinus shape. Results demonstrate new modulation technique and mathematical model provide high performance for unbalanced loads. In addition, Inverter circuit could be constructed at low cost because modulation technique and mathematical model are used on microchip 16F877A which has two outputs of hardware producing PWM. Satisfactory results are obtained in the study.
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